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Airstrikes on Al-Hadirah Village
Sanhan - Sana'a Governorate

10 July 2015
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After three months of the starting of the military operation in Yemen 
,the Saudi-led coalition targeted Al-Hadirah village which is 8 km far away 
in the east south of the capital 
city – Sanhan district –Sana'a 
governorate , killing lots of 
civilians in this period without 
any legality and morality , it 
is a crime regarding to the 
international humanitarian 
law.  The simple houses of this 
village houses many innocent 
civilians who didn't take part in 
the hostility .

Description: 

At 1:30 p.m. on Friday 10 July 2015, men and children finished their 
prayers at the mosque of the village. While they were walking to their 
houses, they heard the sound  of the Saudi warplanes and then a huge 
bombing in the mountain which is empty , 5 km far away from the village 
to the south side, they heard the huge explosion so they ran to their houses 
after that the aircraft deliberately targeted the village with missiles and 
killed many men, women and children .one of the houses belongs to a 
civilian called Mujali Mujali Ahmed and the other house belongs to Hussin 
Al-Gawzi were both completely destroyed .

The bombing led to the killing of 11 civilians ,among them 5 children and 
four women , and left  seven civilians injured , among them 3 children and 
2 women some of them with critical condition . This attack also caused the  
complete destruction of two houses .

 Legal Center visited the village and  interviewed the Survivors and     
witnesses and documented their testimonies also visited the injured 

in the hospital and confirmed that the Saudi Arabia targeted innocent 
civilians in a residential area which is a breach of the international 
humanitarian law.

Satellite picture shows Al-Hadirah village set.
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Witness's Statement:

• Abdullah Hussein Al-Jawzi (35 Years Old)
One of the survivor of the bombing, a bus driver who has a simple house 

consists of one floor and houses 
Abdullah and  eight of his family 
members (his wife, children,his 
mother ,and his brother's children). 
This house is what they inherited 
from their poor father, he reported 
that "After we went out from the 
mosque it was half past one o'clock, 
I and my neighbor Mojali went to 
our houses, he entered to his house 
and I talked to some of my friends in front of my house we heard the flying 
of Saudi aircrafts and then a huge explosion in a mountain , 5 km far away 
from the village . Moments later,  the aircraft bombed my house and my 
neighbor Mojali's house with a missile ,resulting in serious harm to my 
head, face, neck, and hands. My house and my neighbor's house turned to 
debris. My wife Wafa and Najm , a newborn , died as she was feeding him, 
my dearest mother ,over 80,also died,my sister Mona ,35 , and my nephews 
Taha and Ahmed died too. My sisters Hanan and Han'a were injured, I lost 
my family  ,my house,and the bus which is  my livelihood also the livestock, 
I don't know what is my guilty to bomb my house and destroy my life?"(1). 

•  Akram Mojali Mojali (17 years old) and his sister Fatima (13 years old)

  Who survived the bombing, the only survivors of their family wich 
consists of (8) members, Akram 
reported while he was crying: "After 
we return from the mosque on 
Friday, my father was taking a rest 
in our house from the heat of the 
sun also he was fast, my mother 
was neating our house, my brothers 
Eman, Mojali, Ziad , and Mohammed 
were playing in the hall of the house, 
my sister Fatima was with my mother 
(1) An interview with Abdullah Hussen Al-Jawzi, Al-Hadirah village, 11 July 2015.

Abdullah Hussein Al-Jawzi

The child Akram Mojali Mojali
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Two children sitting on the ruins of their home destroyed in  a 
Saudi airstrik.

in the kitchen, the Saudi aircraft destroyed the house on our heads .Our 
neighbor's house was also destroyed , they pulled us from the rubble. I 
was unconscious they took us to the hospital. All my family members were 
killed except me and my sister Fatima"(2).
• Fatima: Reported : " After 

performing the Friday 
prayer , the Saudi aircraft 
bombed our house with 
a missile and killed my 
father, mother, and sisters. 
I and my brother were 
seriously injured, moreover 
our house was completely 
destroyed, we don't have 
a place to stay in it and we 
don't have anything , we 
don't know where to go, we are orphans now."(3)

• Hanan Hussein Al-Jawzi (20 years old) and her sister  Hana'a (30 years 
old)

  Hanan said: "A missile hit our house when I was in the bath ,causing 
the bath roff to fall on my head,I was wounded in my right leg, back,and 
my head. They took me from under the debris to a hospital in 48 Street. 
My house was completely destroyed, I surprised that my mother, sister, my 
brother's wife, and her newborn child Najm, who is ten days old, died. As 
you see, I am in my uncle's house, because I don't have a place to live in, I 
lost my family and my house."(4)

• Hana'a: Reported " the missile fell down on our house I was in the kitchen 
which is outside of the house in the garden, preparing food for my sick 
mother I found myself lying on the ground because of the explosion. I was 
wounded in my head and arm. My mother,sister and brother's wife and 
his son died. Also our nephew Taha and Tarq were wounded. Moreover, 
our house and our neighbor's house were completely destroyed. We 
don't know what we did to bomb our house?".

(2) An interview with Akram Mojali Mojali, Al-Hadirah village, 11 July 2015.
(3) An interview with Fatima Mojali, Al-Hadirah village, 11 July 2015.
(4)  Legal center met the victim in Al-Hderah village in her uncle's house on Saturday at 11th of July 2015 
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• Jamil Mohammed Musleh (25 years old), reported that "At 1:00 o'clock, 
we heard the fall of  the first missile on Al-Qarwan mountain which is 
5 km away from us and the second missile which fell on  Al-Hadeirah 
village and targeted two citizen's houses ( Mujali Ahmed Mujali and 
Hussein Al-Jawzi) destroyed them completely. This attack left all the 
family members of Al-Jawzi's family dead except for a girl and a boy and 
injured seven others .We took the corpses from under the debris (the 
wife of Abdullah Al-Jawzi her name is Afaf and her newborn baby he is ten 
days his name is Najm) We took all the injuried to Al-Jadi Medical Center 
and buried all the killed citizens. Our bus, which is the only livelihood of 
the family, was destroyed. Also, 15 houses were damaged as a result the 
huge explosion."(5)

• Ahmed Saleh Hassan Al-Jawzi ( 60 years old),one of the victims' relative 
, said:"  I saw the missile from the roof of my 
house , moving toward Al-Hadirah village. It 
fell on my brother in law's house, I went to 
the targeted place and  saw the two houses 
wich were completely destroyed, we took the 
bodies from under the debris (my niece Mona 
Hussein and the wife of Abdullah Hussein and 
her newborn baby   (Najm). Also, we took Latif 
Saleh Al-Jawzi and my nephew Taha Ahmed 
Hussein who is in critical condition ."(6) 

Violation Description According to the 
International Law.

Legal Centerconfirms that the Saudi-led coalition breached the 
rules of the international humanitarian law and 

committed crimes against innocent civilians  which entails accountability 
according to the basic Roma System. The Saudi-led coalition didn't comment 
about the accident in local and international media which confirms the 
overstepping of the international humanitarian law and its responsibility 
for crimes against innocent civilians.

(5)  Legal center met the witness in the second day of the massacre in Al-Hderah village, 11th of July 2015. 
(6)  Legal center met one of the relative's victim (Ahmed Saleh Al-Jawzi ) in Al-Haderah village on Saturday, 11th 

of July 2015.

 Lots of witnesses
 with whom we
 interviewed declared
 that there is no
 military camp inside
 or nearby the targeted
 place, all inhabitants
 are all civilians and
 most of them children

and women.
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Annexes
Annex(1) Names of  Killed Civilians

Annex(2) Names of Injured Civilians 

Annex (3) Landlords List for Destroyed Houses
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NO Name Age Gender
1 Najm Al-Din Abdullah Al-Jawzi 10 days Male
2 Mohammed Mojali Mojali 9 Male
3  Ziad Mojali Mojali 13 Male
4  Mojali Ali Mojali 45 Male
5  Eman Mojali Mojali 17 Female
6  Mojali Mojali Ahmed Mojali 13 Male
7  Aishah Ali Hussin Mojali 30 Female
8  Latifah Saleh Hussein Jabir 80 Female
9  Mona Hussein Mohammed Al-Jawzi 35 Female

10  Afaf Ali Shamlan 22 Female
11  Ali Saleh Ali Al-Anjabah 40 Male

Annex(1)
 Names of  Killed Civilians

Location: Al-Hadirah Village, Sanhan, Sana'a, 10 July 2015.

Photos of Some of  Killed Victims

Najm Al-Din Abdu, 
10 days, killed with 
his mother under the 

rubble.

Mohammed Mojali, 
9, killed in a Saudi 

airstrike on Al-
Hadirah village.
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No Name Age Gender
1  Ahmed Ahmed Hussein Mohammed Al-Jawzi 28 Male
2 Abdullah Hussein Mohammed Al-Jawzi 35 Male
3  Taha Ahmed Hussein Al-Jawzi 10 Male
4  Hanan Hussein Mohammed Al-Jawzi 20 Female
5 Hana'a Hussein Mohammed Al-Jawzi 30 Female
6  Akram Mojali Mojali 17 Female
7  Fatima Mojali Mojali 13 Female

Annex(2)
Names of Injured Civilians 

Location: Al-Hadirah Village, Sanhan, Sana'a, 10 July 2015.

Images Some of Injured Victims

The injury/  
Taha Ahmed Al-Jawzi  

Ten years old

The injury /
 Akram Mojali Mojali

( 17 years old)
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Annex (3) Landlords List for Destroyed Houses
No Name  Damage type
1 Abdullah Hussein Mohammed Ahmed Al-Jawzi  completely destroyed
2  Mojali Mojali Ahmed Mojali  completely destroyed
3  Hussein Ahmed Amer   partially damaged
4  Salim Yahia Al-Rajami   partially damaged
5  Ahmed Abdullah Mojali severely damaged
6  Ali Yahia Hadram   partially damaged
7  Ali Hussein Al-Jawzi severely damaged
8  Lautf Ahmed Hadrum   partially damaged
9  Hamid Ali Al-Rajami   partially damaged

10  Abdullah Ali Al-Rajami   partially damaged
11 Ali Hussien Al-Rajami   partially damaged
12  Hadi Al-Anjabah severely damaged
13  Hussien Ali Mojali severely damaged
14  Saleh Ahmed Al-Anjabah severely damaged
15  Abdullah Ahdullah Hadrum   partially damaged
16  Mohammed Shaif Ahmed   partially damaged
17  Mohammed Ali Al-Anjabah   partially damaged
18  Hussein Mohammed Al-Rajami   partially damaged
19  Mohammed Musleh Ahmed   partially damaged

Some Photos of Destroyed Houses
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